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Putting into practice the Basque Social Services’ 

system of Benefits and Services in compliance with 

the Social Services Law 12/2008 of the 5th  October 

as set out in Getxo City Council’s Legislature Plan 

2016-2019 is a challenge for the current legislature. 

Consequently, the municipal Social Services are 

working to fulfil the right recognised in the Law by 

providing services, benefits and professional help 

for improving personal autonomy, integration and 

social welfare. The aim of this guide is to inform all 

the municipality’s citizens of the services, benefits 

and aid available to them.

We would also like to take the opportunity to thank 

those entities and social agents that have offered 

their collaboration, as well as those neighbours who 

are involved in the community and who are commi-

tted to achieving a friendly and supportive munici-

pality and who through their actions help to improve 

social cohesion.
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It is the starting point for entering 
into contact with the Basque Social 
Services System whose main func-
tion is detecting and attending to 
social needs. 

The Social Services System in coordination with other 
systems and public policies has the following aims:

To promote personal independence, to prevent, and 
attend to the personal and family needs arising from a 
situation of dependence. 

To prevent and attend to needs arising from situations 
of vulnerability.

To prevent and attend to situations of exclusion and to 
promote the social integration of individuals, families 
and groups.

To prevent and attend to needs arising from emergen-
cy situations.

For anyone residing in the municipality of Getxo who 
requires the support of a professional team to improve 
their personal independence, integration and social 
welfare.

For 
whom?

What is this 
service?

Who are the 
professionals 

involved in 
providing this 

service?

The professional of reference who you will be referred 
to at your local social services is a SOCIAL WORKER 
who will carry out an assessment and come to a con-
clusion about your situation and according to this will 
decide what steps have to be taken and what services 
and benefits would be appropriate.

The Local Social Services also includes other professio-
nals (PSYCHOLOGISTS, COMMUNITY WORKERS, 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS, HOME CARE AS-
SISTANTS, LAWYERS…) who complement the work 
carried out by the Social Workers.
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What services  
and benefits are 

available?
The following are 10 fact sheets in which you can find 
basic information about the main services and benefits 
that we offer. For further information you can telepho-
ne or call in to our centres to make an appointment. 

Guidance, information and advice

Carrying out an assessment and developing 
personalised assistance plans 

The social services’ accompanying service

Socio-educative and psychosocial interven-
tion service

Legal advice 

Economic welfare benefits

Temporary accomodation 

Service for promoting social participation 
and  inclusion

Day and night assistance service

Management of the dependency law

Primary care resources and benefits 
Home help service 
Helpline 
Daily care service 
Apartments managed by the municipality 
Support service for carers

Secondary care resources and benefits 
Day Centre 
Residential care homes 
Welfare benefits

1.

2. 

3.

4.
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   Guidance, information 
and advice

   The social services’ accompanying 
service

   Carrying out an assessment and deve-
loping personalised assistance plans 

This is a service by 
appointment in which 
a  SOCIAL WORKER 
will provide you with 
information, guidance 
and advice so that your 
Social Services’ needs 
are met.

This is one of the most characteristic and really beneficial services offered 
by Local Social Services in which you can count on a supportive and helpful 
relationship with a SOCIAL WORKER and with other  PROFFESIONALS that 
will allow you to confirm your situation, to be accompanied in your decision 
making, to reinforce the changes that need to take place and to facilitate the 
acquisition or development of basic capabilities so that you can develop 
your life project independently.

The SOCIAL WORKER, based on an evaluation of the needs presented, will 
carry out an ASSESSMENT of the situation in which the needs and difficulties 
will be taken into account as well as the existing capabilities and strengths 
and the support network available.

If recommended to do so, you can participate with a SOCIAL WORKER in 
the drawing up of a PERSONALISED ASSISTANCE PLAN which sets out the 
objectives to be achieved, the actions to be developed, the personal resour-
ces, support and services which are considered necessary for overcoming the 
situation or one that may arise.
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5   Legal advice
Access to this service requires the approval of a social worker. This is a 
service provided by a LAWYER and it is aimed at those requiring legal in-
formation because they find themselves in situations with a certain level of 
legal complexity (separations, evictions, child custody, disabled relatives...) 

4   Socio-educative and psycho-
social intervention service

This service consists of a group of related socio-educative and psychosocial 
support initiatives provided on an individual, family or group basis that can 
be carried out in the family home (domestic education, basic family interven-
tion) as well as in the community environment (street education, sociocultu-
ral intermediation).

Its objectives are that the individuals using the service can:  a) acquire 
and develop personal, familial or group capabilities (attitudes, aptitudes, 
knowledge, criteria, guidelines, abilities) that promote personal coping skills, 
social inclusion and appropriate coexistence in the family and community; b) 
substitute inadequate habits, behaviours, perceptions, feelings and attitudes 
for other more adequate ones.

6     Economic welfare benefits: 
social emergency benefits (AES) and  
non- periodic municipal aid (AMNP) 

The AES are non-periodic economic welfare be-
nefits aimed at those whose resources are insuffi-
cient to meet specific expenses (household wares, 
housing and maintenance, primary needs...) , of 
an ordinary or extraordinary nature, which are 
considered essential for preventing, avoiding or 
relieving situations of social exclusion.
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7   Temporary accomodation
Accomodation is offered to those who because of an emergency situation, a 
social urgency or to escape from a situation of domestic violence need a place 
to stay for a short period of time.

The AMNP is a non-periodic extraordinary econo-
mic grant aimed at covering the specific needs of 
those who lack sufficient economic resources to 
do so themselves.

The fulfilment of specific requirements pertinent to 
each benefit is essential to avail of economic aid. 

8   Service for promoting social  
participation and  inclusion 

9   Day and night assistance service 
This is a service that aims to temporarily cover the basic needs of those who 
find themselves in a situation of social exclusion by providing a place where 
they can find shelter, a shower, food and a bed for the night.

Service for promoting social participation and inclusion. This service promo-
tes the organised participation of the community in carrying out the objec-
tives of the Basque Social Services System. It contributes to the prevention 
of and attention to needs that tend to be  dealt with by social services. We 
collaborate with the municipality’s network of ASSOCIATIONS by providing 
technical assistance and premises and by  granting subsidies and aid to 
Third Sector organisations.
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   Management of the dependency law 10
Local Social Services deal with applications in the area of dependence for 
those who are registered on the municipality’s municipal census. 

Being recognised as a dependent person provides access to a series of re-
sources and benefits. The following explains what the main ones are:

PRIMARY CARE RESOURCES  
AND BENEFITS

Home help service 
This is a preventative care service aimed at helping people in a situation of 
dependence or who are at risk of becoming dependent to remain in their 
home by offering them domestic and personal help so that they can cope 
in their own home. It also assists with integration in the community and by 
doing so helps to avoid people from becoming isolated.

Day care service
This daytime service offers the elderly who are at risk or in a situation of 
dependancy a place to go during the day where they receive support for 
their assistance needs. 

Helpline
The HELPLINE service allows callers to avail of a telephone 
line equipped with a specific computer and communication 
system which provides a permanent assistance service 24 hours 
a day every day of the year. It is answered by an operator who is qualified to 
respond to situations of social need or emergency.
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Apartments managed by the municipality
This is a service that we offer as a housing and living alternative for the depen-
dent elderly (grade I) so that they can continue to live in the same environment 
in the municipality of Getxo without having to be admitted to a care home and 
with a life style as similar as possible to their usual, daily routine. 

Support service for carers
This service offers carers who are part of a socio-family network supporting 
people who are dependent or at risk of becoming so the possibility of 
acquiring knowledge, attitudes, care and self-care skills. Its objectives are:

a) To promote an improvement in the quality of the care provided by carers.

b) To promote an improvement in the quality of life of the main carers.

c) To promote co-responsibility among carers.

d) To encourage the acquisition of knowledge, attitudes, care and self-care 
skills. 

The ACCOMPANYING PROGRAMME for the elderly is a response to a 
need among the elderly who live alone to be accompanied. This need is met 
by a volunteer who provides company. 

The TAKE A BREAK SERVICE is for the relative who cares for and lives with 
the person at risk or in a situation of dependence. It provides the unprofes-
sional carer with the possibility of having some time for themselves while the 
dependent person is looked after by qualified professionals. 

TRAINING COURSES are organised to provide carers of dependants with 
theoretical and practical knowledge and the tools to be able to respond to 
the different needs that arise when caring for someone, so that better assis-
tance can be given.
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SECONDAY CARE RESOURSES  
AND BENEFITS 

Day centres
Day centres offer a complete daytime service to people at risk or in a depen-
dent situation, with the aim of improving or maintaining the highest level 
possible of personal independence and to support the families and carers.

Residential care homes  
Residential care homes offer complete 
and continuous attention throughout 
the day and night to those who are 
dependent and lack functional inde-
pendence.

Welfare benefits
Welfare benefits for care in a family context are a contribution to care 
needs within the family in order to cover the expenses involved in the care 
provided by an unprofessional carer who has fulfilled the conditions neces-
sary to be considered as such.

The aim of the personal assistance care benefit is to contribute to the hiring 
of personal care assistance that promotes the autonomy of those who are in 
a situation of dependency.
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Other services and benefits that 
you can find at social services

We have three day centres for the el-
derly  (NAGUSIEN ETXEAK) that offer 
a wide programme of  sociocultural 
activities and other services for the 
municipality’s elderly.

Information for FOREIGN IMMI-
GRANTS who reside in Getxo. The pro-
gramme ELKARGUNE includes actions 
specifically aimed at those settling into 
the municipality (there is a specific 
leaflet). On the web www.kaixogetxo.
net there is also general information 
about the resources available to 
Getxo’s residents. It can be consulted 
in 7 languages (Basque, Spanish, 
English, French, Chinese, Romanian 
and Arabic).

FRIENDLY CITIES FOR THE  
ELDERLY–GETXO LAGUNKOIA

GETXO LAGUNKOIA is a project that 
aims to provide the necessary steps for 
transforming Getxo into a friendly city 
for the elderly. It encompasses a way 
of city building that requires a muni-
cipal cross-sectional focus and citizen 
participation. 
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Where can you find us?
We have 3 offices which you can visit according to your residential area or  
your address on the municipal census:

Opening times for the public: from Monday to Friday 8.00 to 14.00h.

If you have difficulty with the language, you can communicate through 
DUALIA, a simultaneous translation service for most of the foreign langua-
ges spoken in the Basque Country.

Local Social Services Algorta - Neguri
C/Urgull, s/n, 1st floor
T: 94 4660101      
F: 94 4660155
 
Local Social Services Romo - Las Arenas
C/ Monte Gorbea, 10, Gobelaurre corner
T: 94 4660153    
F: 94 4660155

Local Social Services Getxo - Andra Mari   
C/Puerto Orduña, 16
T: 94 4660130    
F: 94 4660155

ALGORTA - NEGURI 
C/Urgull, s/n

ROMO - LAS ARENAS 
C/ Monte Gorbea, 10, 

Gobelaurre corner

GETXO - ANDRA MARI 
C/ Puerto Orduña, 16

Email: gizartez@getxo.eus  
This resource guide has been published in 2017.
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You can also consult the benefits and services guide 
in other languages on the resources webpage   
getxo.eus/guiarecursos


